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ABSTRACT

Despite years of study, the structural or dynamical basis for the differential reactivity and oncogenicity of Ras isoforms and

mutants remains unclear. In this study, we investigated the effects of amino acid variations on the structure and dynamics

of wild type and oncogenic mutants G12D, G12V, and G13D of H- and K-Ras proteins. Based on data from ms-scale molecu-

lar dynamics simulations, we show that the overall structure of the proteins remains similar but there are important differ-

ences in dynamics and interaction networks. We identified differences in residue interaction patterns around the canonical

switch and distal loop regions, and persistent sodium ion binding near the GTP particularly in the G13D mutants. Our

results also suggest that different Ras variants have distinct local structural features and interactions with the GTP, varia-

tions that have the potential to affect GTP release and hydrolysis. Furthermore, we found that H-Ras proteins and particu-

larly the G12V and G13D variants are significantly more flexible than their K-Ras counterparts. Finally, while most of the

simulated proteins sampled the effector-interacting state 2 conformational state, G12V and G13D H-Ras adopted an open

switch state 1 conformation that is defective in effector interaction. These differences have implications for Ras GTPase

activity, effector or exchange factor binding, dimerization and membrane interaction.
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INTRODUCTION

The Ras family small GTPases propagate signal from cell-

surface receptors to crucial signal transduction cascades

including the mitogen-activated protein kinase/extracellular

signal-regulated kinase (MAPK/ERK) and phosphatidylino-

sitol-4,5-bisphosphate 3-kinas/Protein kinase B (PI3K/

AKT) pathways.1 They are on/off switches that regulate cell

proliferation, growth, and development by interconverting

between GTP- and GDP-bound forms.2 Active and inactive

Ras primarily differ at two flexible switch regions: switch SI

(residues 25–40) and SII (residues 60–75).3–6 The switch

regions undergo nucleotide-dependent conformational

changes that allow them to selectively interact with

exchange factors or effectors.7,8 Recent studies suggest that

the bound nucleotide may also modulate Ras dimeriza-

tion,9 clustering,10 and membrane binding.11–14

Despite a nearly identical catalytic domain (residues

1–166, see Fig. 1), the three most common Ras isoforms

in human cells (N-, H-, and K-Ras) respond to extracel-

lular stimuli in a divergent although controlled fash-

ion.15–17 As a result, their malfunction can lead to

distinct cancer types. These include H-Ras mutations in

thyroid18 and bladder cancers,19 K-Ras mutations in

lung, colorectal,20 and pancreatic cancers,21 and N-Ras

mutations in melanomas and hematologic malignan-

cies.22,23 In general, mutant Ras is associated with about

a quarter of all human cancers and K-Ras mutations

account for 85% of the Ras-related cancers.23–25 Conse-

quently, K-Ras has become one of the most prominent

anticancer drug targets.26–32 The isoforms significantly

differ in sequence at the hypervariable region (HVR, resi-

dues 167–185/6) that anchors Ras to the inner leaflet of

the plasma membrane. Membrane binding is achieved

through a post-translationally farnesylated C-terminus
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complemented by a proximal palmitoylated cysteine (N-

and H-Ras) or polybasic domain (K-Ras).33 Thus the

HVR regulates isoform-specific plasma membrane distri-

bution,11,13,34 but the role of the few amino acid sub-

stitutions at the catalytic domain is not clear.

Differential engagement with membrane, regulators, or

effectors defines the complexity of Ras signaling.35,36

Functional differences among Ras isoforms or mutants,

however, are likely determined by an intricate interplay of

minimally altered interactions. This makes the interpreta-

tion of cell-based experimental data (e.g., see Ref. 37) in

terms of an underlying molecular mechanism a very chal-

lenging task. Several studies have suggested that Ras func-

tional diversity might involve variations in the population

of conformational states spanning a spectrum of inactive,

intermediate, and active states.38–40 In addition to the

bound nucleotide38,41 and mutations40,42–44 (see also

more recent elegant calculations on the impact of muta-

tions on GTP hydrolysis45–47) the population of these

states may be affected by oligomerization and interaction

with membrane or other partners.11–13,48–52 Interaction

with partner proteins can induce relatively large conforma-

tional changes especially at the switch loops.53–55 How-

ever, mutations, including oncogenic somatic point

mutations,24,31 induce only small changes that are difficult

to unambiguously link to functional consequences. In

particular, mutations at positions 12 and 13 of the

phosphate-binding P-loop cause only subtle local confor-

mational changes in the average structure and yet lead to

distinct cancer phenotypes.22 A number of studies have

suggested that oncogenic mutations vary in their effects on

effector or regulator binding,56–59 but little measurable

changes in structure, dynamics, or inter-residue interaction

profile have been documented. Moreover, the vast majority

of the available X-ray and NMR structures do not contain

GTP but rather GDP or a nonhydrolyzable GTP analog.

Thus it remains unclear how mutations affect the dynamics

of GTP-Ras. Based on a detailed analysis of unbiased

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, here we show that

wild type (WT) H- and K-Ras and their oncogenic G12D,

G12V, and G13D variants exhibit differential structural

adaptions and fluctuations in the ns–ls timescale.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

We simulated the GTP-bound catalytic domain of WT

H- and K-Ras, and three mutants of each: G12D, G12V,

and G13D. As shown in Figure 1, all the mutations con-

sidered here are on the P-loop at lobe 1 (residues 1–86)

whereas the isoform variations are located at lobe 2 (resi-

dues 87–166).60

Figure 1
H- and K-Ras sequence and structure. (A) Sequence alignment of the catalytic domain of WT H- and K-Ras proteins. The SI and SII regions are
highlighted by bold font, while the sequence differences between the two proteins are highlighted in red. (B) K-Ras structure shown in cartoon with the

location of the mutations studied in this work highlighted by red spheres. Similarly, isoform variations are highlighted by green spheres and labeled in green
and red for K-Ras and H-Ras, respectively. (C) A snapshot from one of the simulations; the catalytic domain is in cartoon colored in dark grey with

switches SI (residues 25–40) and SII (residues 60–75) in red. Water is shown as transparent light cyan shading with magnesium, sodium and chloride ions
in blue, yellow and green spheres, respectively. The bound GTP is in purple sticks. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Initial structures and system setup

For G12D K-Ras, the starting structure was downloaded

from the RCSB protein data bank (pdb id: 4DSO). Since

high-resolution crystal structure was unavailable for WT

and G12V K-Ras, we used this same 4DSO structure to

generate their initial configurations by mutating D12 to G

or V. Similarly, we mutated D12 to G and G13 to D in

the 4DSO structure to generate a G13D mutant K-Ras

structure. For WT H-Ras and its G12V and G12D var-

iants, we used the available crystal structures 1QRA,

2VH5, and 1AGP, respectively. We mutated G13 to D in

the 1QRA structure to generate the starting structure of

G13D H-Ras. In each case we replaced the GTP analog to

GTP and removed all other atoms/molecules in the PDB

file except for waters and Mg21. The C-terminus and

anionic residues were deprotonated while the N-terminus

and cationic residues were protonated assuming neutral

pH. The resulting structure was placed in a cubic box

containing TIP3P water molecules, and Na1 and Cl– ions

were added to neutralize the system and achieve an ionic

strength of 150 mM (Supporting Information Table S1). A

minimum of 10 Å buffer between the edges of the box

and protein atoms was used to ensure that the protein

does not interact with its periodic images. Figure 1(C)

shows an example of the final system configuration.

Molecular dynamics simulation

The solvated systems were energy minimized (5000

steps of conjugate gradient), gradually heated keeping

the Ca and GTP heavy atoms restrained by a harmonic

restraint of force constant k 5 4 kcal mol21 Å22 and

equilibrated with k progressively reduced to zero by dec-

rements of 1 kcal mol21 Å22 every 100 ps. A 2 fs time

step was used with the SHAKE61 algorithm applied to

covalent bonds involving hydrogen atoms. The isother-

mal–isobaric (NPT) ensemble and periodic boundary

conditions were used. Temperature was maintained at

the physiologic value of 310 K using Langevin dynamics

with a damping coefficient of 10 ps21. The Nose-Hoover

Langevin piston method was used with a piston period

of 200 fs and decay time interval of 100 fs to maintain

constant pressure at 1.0 atm. Short-range van der Waals

interactions were smoothly switched off between 10 Å

and 12 Å, with a 14 Å cutoff used for nonbonded pair

list updates. Long-range electrostatic interactions were

computed using the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME)

method62 with grid density of about one grid point per

Å. Each system was simulated for 1 ls with

NAMD2.1163 using the CHARMM27 empirical force

field and CMAP dihedral angle correction.64

Residue contact analysis

Coarse-grained residue–residue contact analysis has

been successfully used to examine dynamic interactions

in proteins.60,65,66 While sufficient for most applica-

tions, residue–residue contact would miss cases in which,

for example, a side-chain reorientation occurs while

backbone contact remains intact. To capture subtle con-

formational changes that might be missed by the tradi-

tional approach, we developed a version that splits the

residue–residue contact into backbone– and side-chain–

residue contacts. Thus, we defined contact based on a

distance cutoff of 4.5 Å between two heavy atoms of the

(i) backbone of residue i and backbone or side-chain of

residue j (backbone–residue contact) and (ii) side-chain

of the ith residue and backbone or side-chain of the jth

residue (side-chain–residue contact). Backbone (bij) and

side-chain (sij) binary contact state variables were then

assigned a value of 1 if contact exists and 0 otherwise.

The corresponding contact probabilities hbij i and hsiji
were calculated by averaging sij and bij over the entire

trajectory and then symmetrized on the maximum. Simi-

larly, we split GTP into three contact moieties: purine,

ribose, and triphosphate. To quantify conformational dif-

ferences between two trajectories, a single difference con-

tact measure (dcij) was constructed using a signed

Chebyshev distance to merge the difference backbone–

and side-chain–residue contact probabilities:

dcij5
hsijim2hsijiref

if jhsijim2hsijiref
j > jhbijim2hbijiref

j

hbijim2hbijiref
otherwise

( )

(1)

where subscript m and ref denote two different trajecto-

ries. To ensure statistical significance of the observed dcij

only residue pairs with interaction probability differences

of �40% were considered.

Calculation of backbone relaxation times and
NMR order parameter

Changes in entropy and allostery associated with con-

formational dynamics generally affect interactions of a

protein with its binding partners. Likewise, differences

among Ras proteins in terms of amplitude and frequency

of residue fluctuations could impact intermolecular inter-

actions. Previous studies67–71 suggested that backbone

motions in Ras are mostly of small amplitude and occur

on a long timescale. However, the switch regions have

been shown to undergo high frequency large amplitude

fluctuations.41,68,69 Therefore, we first examined the

dynamics of SI and SII based on the relaxation of their

backbone NAH dipoles using the correlation function

C(t)72 defined as

C tð Þ5hP2 l̂t � l̂0ð Þi (2)

where P2 is the second-order Legendre polynomial and l̂
is a unit vector along the backbone amide NAH bond at

times t and 0. The angle brackets denote averaging over
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time, time origins, and NAH bonds of SI or SII. The

internal backbone correlation function, Cint(t), was calcu-

lated similarly after removing the center of mass transla-

tional and rotational motions by aligning each frame to

the initial structure excluding the switches.

To probe the dynamics in the entire protein including

long timescale and small amplitude fluctuations, we cal-

culated the NMR order parameter per residue, S2,

using73

S25
3

2
hl2

xi
2
1hl2

yi
2
1hl2

zi
2
12hlxlyi212hlxlzi212hlylzi2

h i
2

1

2

(3)

where lx ; ly , and lz are the x, y, and z components of

l̂ of a given residue. S2 is averaged over the entire trajec-

tory and has contributions from all internal motions

irrespective of timescales.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We used eight 1-ls-long unbiased MD simulations of

H- and K-Ras catalytic domains to map out the struc-

tural and dynamic features behind the functional diver-

gence of Ras isoforms and mutants. Below we describe

the differential dynamics of these systems as assessed by

principal component (PC) analysis, a combined back-

bone–residue and side-chain–residue contact analysis,

relaxation order parameters, and other detailed trajectory

analysis techniques.

H-Ras mutants exhibit larger global
dynamics than K-Ras

Overlay of the average structure from each of the eight

simulations (Fig. 2, top) indicate no major structural dif-

ferences at the core of the different Ras proteins studied

in this work. The overall structure is very stable in all of

the simulations, with <1.2 Å backbone root square mean

deviation (RMSD) from the respective X-ray structures

Figure 2
Time evolution of backbone RMSD. (Top) Time-averaged backbone structure of H-Ras and K-Ras mutants. Dashed squares highlight regions with
significant conformational differences. (Bottom) Time evolution of backbone RMSD from the respective initial X-ray structure calculated after

alignment excluding the flexible switch regions. Sampling was every 10 ps (black) with 10 ns-running averages (red). Color codes in this and subse-
quent figures are as follows. K-Ras: G12D (black), G13D (dark red), G12V (dark blue), and WT (dark green); H-Ras: G12D (grey), and G13D

(light red), G12V (light blue), and WT (light green). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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(Fig. 2, bottom). However, notable differences are appar-

ent at SI and SII (Supporting Information Figure S1–2).

For SI, the average RMSD of the mutants relative to WT

is 0.75–1.6 Å (K-Ras) and 0.71–4.0 Å (H-Ras); G12D

and G12V H-Ras have the largest RMSD and adopted an

open SI conformation. Similarly, the RMSDs of SII are

large: 1.3–2.4 Å for K-Ras and 0.6–3.2 Å for H-Ras; this

is mainly due to conformational changes at the N-

terminus of a2. These are mirrored by the Ca atom

root-mean square fluctuations (RMSFs) per residue,

which are indistinguishable among most of the proteins

except at a few residues of SI and SII (Fig. 3). In particu-

lar, SI is most flexible in G12D and G12V H-Ras, while

it is least flexible in G13D and WT H-Ras and G12D

K-Ras. All K-Ras mutants exhibit markedly less flexibility

at SII. Overall, these results suggest that H-Ras proteins

are more flexible than K-Ras at least for the variants

studied here. This is in contrast with our earlier findings

based on short (10–20 ns) simulations of G12V and

A59G H-Ras on the one hand and homology-built G12V

K-Ras and Q61H K-Ras on the other, where the K-Ras

variants were found to be more flexible at SI, SII, and

other loop regions.43,60

To further examine the global dynamics of the simu-

lated systems we used a previously described

approach.41,60 This approach entails a PC analysis of

Ras X-ray structures and projection of MD-derived con-

formations onto an xy-plane defined by the two PCs

with the largest eigenvalues. Figure 4 shows that our pro-

teins sample a relatively wide but largely overlapping

conformational space close to the cluster of GTP-Ras

X-ray structures. Despite the overall similarities, however,

two important lessons could be drawn from this analysis

regarding the dynamic signature of the simulated sys-

tems. First, the H-Ras systems sampled a larger confor-

mational space than their K-Ras counterparts. This is

substantiated by the observed fluctuations along PC1 due

to large fluctuations of SI (Supporting Information

Table S2). Secondly, G12D and G12V H-Ras sample

regions in-between those sampled by GDP- and GTP-

bound X-ray structures. This suggests that these mutants

adopt an intermediate conformation, in agreement with

our previous observation for G12V H-Ras.60

Backbone– and side-chain–residue contact
analysis reveals differential interaction
networks in H- and K-Ras isoforms and their
P-loop oncogenic mutants

We first analyzed our trajectories using the more

coarse residue–residue contact analysis described in pre-

vious reports.60,65,66 We noticed that this analysis

failed to capture a few differential dynamic contacts

that were apparent during visual inspection. For exam-

ple, side chains of E31 and D33, residues critical for

effector binding,74 form a metal ion-mediated salt

bridge 60% of the time in WT H-Ras but almost never

in G12D H-Ras. Since E31 and D33 are sequence neigh-

bors, their backbone atoms remain close and yield a

high residue–residue contact probability in both WT

and G12D H-Ras. For these residues, the difference in

Figure 3
Ca RMSF. Backbone RMSF calculated after alignment excluding SI and SII that are highlighted by purple and cyan shadow, respectively. [Color

figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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contact probability between the trajectories would

therefore be zero. We reasoned that a slightly more

fine-grained contact analysis that entails combined side-

chain–residue and backbone–residue contacts would

capture the metal-mediated interaction between E31

and D33, as well as similar other dynamic interactions.

Figure 5(A) shows the wide spectrum of backbone– and

side-chain–residue contact probability patterns for H-

and K-Ras mutants. As expected, residue–residue inter-

actions occur through a combination of backbone–resi-

due (along x axis), side-chain–residue (along y axis), or

both (the rest of the x–y plane). Figure 5(B,C) show the

rank ordered probabilities of backbone–residue and

side-chain–residue contacts. Despite the small variations

in the number of interactions and their persistence

among the mutants and isoforms, no major inter-

residue contact perturbations were observed. This is

consistent with the absence of global conformational

changes, as described in the previous section. The dif-

ference between the side-chain– and backbone–residue

rank ordered contact probabilities indicates that side

chains have larger contribution to the inter-residue

interaction network. The sharp transition in the side-

chain-residue ranked contact probability curves indi-

cates fewer number of transient side-chain–residue

interactions than backbone–residue interactions.

In order to compare two Ras variants, we merged the

side-chain– and backbone–residue contact probabilities

into one measure using a signed Chebyshev distance (Eq.

(1)). Using WT and G12D K-Ras as an example, Figure

5(D) shows how this measure preserves the largest differ-

ences in side-chain– and backbone–residue contact prob-

abilities. However, there are some notable differences

between the fine-grained and coarse-grained analyses.

These include interactions of D/G12 with neighboring

residues (green arrow) that are captured by the difference

in side-chain–residue (Dhsi) but not by residue–residue

Dhrið ) or backbone–residue (DhbiÞ contact probabilities.

Similarly, the yellow and purple arrows highlight differ-

ences captured only by Dhsi, including R68-Y71 and

C118-S145 interactions. These observations demonstrate

the additional insights that can be obtained from split-

ting the contact analysis into its side-chain and backbone

components.

Using this approach, Figure 6 shows differences in

interaction patterns among all of the simulated systems.

One can see that there are a large number of variations

within and in the vicinity of the nucleotide-binding site,

plus a few at relatively distant locations. A number of

important observations can be made from Figure 6. (i)

The hydroxyl group of Y32 is engaged in a hydrogen

bond interaction with the backbone amide of V29 in

G12V K-Ras whereas in G12D and G13D H-Ras it fre-

quently interacts with the a-phosphate oxygen atoms. In

the rest of the mutants and WT H- and K-Ras, Y32 is

flexible with no significant preferred interactions. These

variations may have functional significance since Y32

undergoes a major reorientation during nucleotide

exchange.68,75,76 (ii) We observe variations in the persis-

tence of the network of interactions involving Y71 and

V9, E37, D38, or R68. Many of these residues are part of

a proposed dimerization interface,77 and a ligand binding

pocket30,78–80 whose solvent accessibility may be affected

by these variations. For instance, displacement of Y71

exposes the hydrophobic cleft around residues V7, V9,

F58, and F78. (iii) Most mutants show increased coupling

between SII and SI relative to the WT proteins. This was

made possible by the formation of transient contacts

between the SII residue Y71 and the effector interacting SI

residues E37 and D38. In particular, the side-chain of Y71

Figure 4
Global conformational dynamics of H- and K-Ras mutants. Projection of simulated conformations onto the first and second principal components

obtained from an analysis of Ras crystallographic structures (purple circles). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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frequently interacts with the side-chain or backbone atoms

of E37 or D38 in all of the mutants except G12V H-Ras,

where Y71 interacts with the proximal A59. Also, Y71 spo-

radically couples SII and a3 through its interaction with

Y96. (iv) Y96 and R68 are engaged in a stable interaction

in the K-Ras proteins, but less so in G12V and WT H-Ras

and it is entirely lost in G12D and G13D H-Ras. These

observations strongly suggest that P-loop mutations have

the potential to affect Ras self-interaction81 and mem-

brane orientation,13,49 processes that have been shown to

involve a3 and SII. (v) In H-Ras proteins, a2 is elongated

and Y141 and R123 form a hydrogen bond. The latter is

absent in K-Ras due to the Y141F substitution. Overall,

these variations in intraprotein interaction networks

around the active site will likely affect GTP hydrolysis

and/or GDP release or may differentially induce indirect

allosteric effects.

Dynamics of protein–GTP interactions

Given the variable intraprotein interaction patterns

described above, we wondered whether mutations at

positions 12 and 13 might also affect protein–GTP inter-

actions. This is important because these interactions can

affect rates of nucleotide exchange and GTPase activity.

Therefore, we first looked at the distribution of the total

number of protein–GTP contacts. We found that the

average number and fluctuation of these contacts are

generally insensitive to mutation; the exception is G12D

H-Ras that have a smaller average number of contacts.

In the G13D mutants the aspartate forms an ion-

mediated interaction with Og1 of GTP, which may affect

the kinetics of nucleotide binding and release. This is

consistent with biochemical experiments that found that

the intrinsic rate of GDP/GTP exchange in G13D K-Ras

is an order of magnitude higher than WT.57 These

Figure 5
Combined backbone–residue and side-chain–residue contact analysis. (A) Scatter plot of side-chain–residue versus backbone–residue contacts of all

possible residue pairs from all simulated systems. (B, C) Backbone–residue (hbi) and side-chain–residue (hsi) probability of contacts ranked by
occurrence for H-Ras proteins (B) and K-Ras proteins (C). (D) Difference in side-chain–residue (Dhsi), backbone–residue (Dhbi), and residue–resi-

due (Dhri) contact probabilities between G12D and WT K-Ras. Dhsi and Dhbi were merged into a single difference measure (dc) using a signed
Chebyshev distance (Eq. (1)). Green, purple, and yellow arrows highlight a more significant change in side-chain–residue contact probability, while

grey arrows highlight a change in backbone–residue contact probability that is also captured by the difference in residue–residue contact probabili-
ties. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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results show that individual P-loop mutations variably

affect interactions with the bound GTP in a manner that

impacts function.

Earlier 31P NMR experiments on H-Ras bound to

guanosine 50-(b, g-imido) triphosphate (GppNHp, a

nonhydrolyzable GTP analog) found two slowly

exchanging conformational states (state 1 and 2), with

distinct chemical shift values for the phosphate atoms of

the nucleotide.38,82,83 Conformational state 2 interacts

with effector proteins while state 1 favors exchange fac-

tors38,82 and/or acts as a reservoir of the GTP�Ras

pool.84 Our simulated structures mostly remained close

to the initial state 2 configuration. For instance, interac-

tions of T35 and G60 with GTP that are characteristic

of state 2 are very similar in all mutants except G12D

and G12V H-Ras as assessed by inter-atomic distances

(Table I). In G12D and G12V H-Ras, the average

G60:N-GTP:Og2 and T35:Oh-GTP:Og3 distances are sig-

nificantly larger, because the interactions were lost very

early in the simulations and did not recover. This sug-

gests that GTP-bound G12D and G12V H-Ras predomi-

nantly sample the inactive state 1 conformation, similar

to the X-ray structure 2Q21 of G12V H-Ras where the

switch regions are very flexible and less coupled,85 and

the state 1 T35S H-Ras structure bound to GppNpH.86

However, despite the flexibility of the switches, G12V H-

Ras forms unique and persistent interactions with the

GTP ribose O10 and O20 via A29 and D30. These inter-

actions appear to have attenuated the fluctuation of the

switch regions when compared to G12D H-Ras. Overall,

our results support the notion that SI of GTP-Ras exists

in multiple conformational states including states 1 and

2. The fact that we did not observe multiple transition

events between these states suggests that interstate

Figure 6
Difference contact probability networks. Residue pairs of a protein that show jdcj of 40% or more relative to another mutant or isoform are con-

nected by cylinders whose radius is weighted by jdcj and colored in blue (gain of interaction) or red (loss of interaction). (Top) Difference contact
probabilities of K-Ras proteins from their H-Ras counterparts. (Middle) Difference contact probabilities of H-Ras mutants relative to WT H-Ras.

(Bottom) Difference contact probabilities of K-Ras mutants relative to WT K-Ras. Notice that in both K-Ras and H-Ras, G13D exhibits the least

difference from the WT, possibly because even a 1 ls run may not be sufficient to completely relax the system in response to the mutagenesis.

Table I
Average Distance of T35 and G60 from GTP

G60:N-GTP:Og2 (�) T35:Oh-GTP:Og3 (�)

WT H-Ras 3.6 6 0.5 2.9 6 0.1
G12D H-Ras 7.4 6 1.2 10 6 2
G12V H-Ras 6.4 6 0.5 11 6 2
G13D H-Ras 3.3 6 0.4 2.9 6 0.1
WT K-Ras 3.5 6 0.5 2.8 6 0.1
G12D K-Ras 3.1 6 0.3 2.9 6 0.1
G12V K-Ras 3.4 6 0.6 2.9 6 0.4
G13D K-Ras 3.2 6 0.3 2.9 6 0.1
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transitions, particularly the transition from state 1

to state 2, are slow processes that occur on timescales

>1 ls.

H- and K-Ras mutants exhibit differential
relaxation times and backbone order

To probe effects of mutations on the relaxation times

and internal motions of the switch regions, we computed

the total (C(t)) and internal (Cint(t)) correlation func-

tions of the backbone amides. Figure 7 shows that for

both SI and SII, C(t) and Cint(t) are characterized by an

initial steep decline followed by a slow decay. The initial

decay can be linked to amide bond vibrations followed

by fast local fluctuations while the slower phase can be

linked to internal conformational flexibility. The C(t)

plots, which describe the overall rotational motion of the

switch regions, decay very slowly over an extended time,

and diverge from the Cint(t) within a few nanoseconds

due to molecular tumbling. Overall, Cint(t) suggests that

in the 1–50 ns time range SI has faster relaxation dynam-

ics and is more flexible than SII. It also shows that the

G13D mutation induces the slowest (and the least) and

G12V the fastest (and the largest) SI relaxation within

the same timescale. G12D and G13D K-Ras and G12V

H-Ras exhibit a slower SII relaxation than the rest of the

mutants, suggesting that the other mutants are likely to

experience faster timescale transitions. These observations

are supported by the calculated amide backbone order

parameter per residue, S2 (Fig. 8 and Supporting Infor-

mation Fig. S3) (S2 was calculated over the entire trajec-

tory at sampling frequency of 0.2 ns, but other sampling

frequencies yielded nearly identical results (Supporting

Information Fig. S4).) We calculated S2 as an average

Figure 7
Internal and total dynamics correlation functions. Shown are backbone
amide bond dipole relaxations of the switch regions with total (C(t))

and internal (Cint(t)) correlation functions shown as dashed and solid
lines, respectively. Color code as in Figure 2. [Color figure can be

viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 8
Order parameter of backbone amide bonds. Residue S2 calculated over the entire trajectory at a sampling frequency of 0.2 ns for H-Ras (black)
and K-Ras (red). Qualitatively similar results were obtained at other time windows and sampling frequencies (Supporting Information Figs. S3 and

S4). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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over four different time blocks representing 25, 50, 100,

and 200 ns time windows (Supporting Information Fig.

S3), and without block averaging representing the entire

1 ls time window (Fig. 8). Irrespective of the time win-

dow or the simulated system, we obtained S2 between

0.85 and 0.9 for residues at the core of the protein, con-

sistent with a well-ordered structure. However, signifi-

cantly lower S2 (0.5–0.7) were recorded for T2 and G77,

and even lower values with large variations for SI, SII,

and some other loop regions. Comparison of the differ-

ent time windows in Supporting Information Figure S4,

or the overall data in Supporting Information Figure S4

with that of Figure 8, indicate that for these and other

flexible regions the magnitude of the fluctuations some-

what varies with the time window selected, reflecting the

existence of fluctuations at multiple timescales. However,

all show qualitatively the same behavior. S2 of SI residues

indicate large amplitude motions at almost all timescales,

with residues 29–36 displaying the most dynamic behav-

ior in the majority of the mutants. G13D mutants differ

from the rest in their lower Y32 order parameter despite

damped fluctuations elsewhere. S2 of residues 20–36 in

G12D and G12V H-Ras are significantly different from

their K-Ras counterparts, in agreement with our previous

conclusion that these mutants sample the more dynamic

state 1. Finally, despite some variations among the differ-

ent timescales that we have analyzed, H-Ras proteins

have smaller S2 at the loop C-terminal to helix 3 whereas

K-Ras proteins are more flexible at the loop N-terminal

to helix 4 (Supporting Information Fig. S4).

Another notable observation is that S2 of E37 and D38

are smaller in the H-Ras mutants, suggesting a less

ordered effector-binding loop and consistent with the

altered SI/SII coupling captured by our difference contact

analysis. The S2 profiles also indicate that SII is signifi-

cantly more ordered in K-Ras than H-Ras, except for its

G12V mutant. K-Ras mutants have smaller S2 at the b5–

a4 loop or L8 (residues 121–123), where there are two

amino acid substitutions between H- and K-Ras (AA to

PS, see Fig. 1); this is somewhat surprising because we

anticipated P121 of K-Ras to decrease rather than

increase the dynamics of L8.87 Conversely, H-Ras pro-

teins harbor smaller S2 at the a3–b5 loop or L7 (residues

107–110). This appears to be due to the conservative D

(H-Ras) to E (K-Ras) substitution at position 107, with

E somehow rigidifying L7 and thereby affecting its inter-

action with solvent (see next section). This may be func-

tionally relevant because conformational changes at a3/

L7 have been shown to allosterically modulate Q61’s

proximity to the nucleotide and thereby affect GTP

hydrolysis.88 Moreover, this loop is part of the allosteric

pocket p3,27,28,30 and therefore the observed differential

dynamics may have implications to the development of

isoform-selective Ras inhibitors.

Differential solvent interactions

Visual inspection of the trajectories led to an intrigu-

ing observation, namely, the active site of the G13D

mutants is permanently occupied by a sodium ion. This

prompted us to investigate the Na1 binding probabilities

in the entire surface of the protein in all simulations

(Fig. 9). Binding was defined to exist if any heavy atom

of a protein was within 4.5 Å of any Na1 ion of solvent.

Figure 9
Protein–sodium interaction. Probabilities of sodium ion binding per residue, with binding defined to exist if any heavy atom of a residue was

within 4.5 Å of any sodium ion. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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We found large Na1 contact probabilities at positions 12

and 13 in the G12D and G13D mutants (Fig. 9), perhaps

due to the negative charge of these residues. However,

we were surprised to find similarly persistent interactions

of Na1 with many other residues in SI. This is true for

all systems, including WT. A closer look at the residues

with >20% interaction probability revealed an Na1 that

is tightly bound by GTP:Ob3 and a number of P-loop

residues (Fig. 10). Figure 10 further shows that Na1

enters the site within a few nanoseconds of the produc-

tion phase in G12D and G13D, and after some delay in

the rest of the proteins. In G13D, once Na1 has entered,

its interaction was so tight that there was no exchange

with bulk. In the rest of the proteins there were 1–7

exchange events or significant distance fluctuations, sug-

gesting that binding was somewhat weaker and variable.

We speculate that binding of a metal ion at this site

induces displacement of Y32 away from the GTP. If so,

the interaction of Y32 with the g-phosphate of GTP

commonly observed in GTP analog-bound Ras X-Ray

structures, including 4DSO that was used as the starting

structure of our K-Ras simulations, might not be as

common in solution at physiologic ionic strength. This

interpretation is supported by the lack of Y32–GTP

interaction in some of the H-Ras experimental structures

(e.g., 1QRA and 2Q21). However, more work is required

to draw a definitive conclusion, including potential force

field artifacts even though those may not lead to differ-

ential effects.

Figure 9 also reveals two other Na1 binding sites, par-

ticularly in the H-Ras proteins. The first involves side

chains of E3 and E76 and backbone carbonyl oxygen of

Y4, providing for an ion-mediated interaction between

E3 and E76 and hence a long-range communication

between the N-terminus and SII. The second Na1 bind-

ing site involves side chains of D/E107 and D108 and the

backbone carbonyl oxygen of G138. Sodium–protein

interaction at this site is more pronounced in H-Ras,

and the site has been previously shown to bind divalent

ions and allosterically couple L7 to the nucleotide bind-

ing site.88,89 Our results indicate that the site is capable

of binding a monovalent ion as well. In addition, L7 is

Figure 10
Long-residence sodium-ion binding sites. (A) Distance between sodium ion and GTP:Ob3. Different line colors indicate ion exchange. (B) A snap-

shot of G13D K-Ras showing a sodium ion interacting with GTP. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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close to residues 161–164 and therefore metal ion bind-

ing at this site can modulate the interaction between

D47/E49 and R161/R164. This can affect the allosteric

interlobe communication through L3 (residues 46–49)

and a5 that has been discussed previously.41,60,71

Finally, protein-bound water molecules have long been

recognized as intimately linked to structural stability.90 In

a previous study, we characterized three long-residence

water molecules (denoted W1, W3, and W4) that primarily

interact with K16:O, A83:O, and D126:O, respectively, as

well as others (W2, W5, and W6) that are found in the

majority of Ras X-ray structures.91 All of these water mol-

ecules are detectable in our simulations, albeit with some-

what variable persistency (Supporting Information Fig.

S5). Notably, the deeply buried W4 coupling the P-loop

with a3 rarely exchanges with bulk in all simulations

(occupancy >90%). W1, which is coordinated by A18,

H27, and V29, appeared in all simulations with 10–30%

occupancy, except in WT and G13D K-Ras. W2 has a 20–

65% occupancy and bridges the backbone of K16 and the

side-chain of D57 in G12D/G12V K-Ras and G13D/WT

H-Ras; W3 only exists in G12D H-Ras with an occupancy

of 50% while W6 only occurs in G12V K-Ras and G12D

H-Ras with a 40–50% occupancy. Overall, irrespective of

isoform or mutation, these structural waters exhibit sub-

stantially longer residence times than the most common ps

range.92 This conclusion recapitulates previous observa-

tions based on an analysis of all available Ras crystal struc-

tures and MD trajectories.91,93

CONCLUSION

Ras proteins have been studied extensively not only due

to their crucial role in diverse biological processes and can-

cer but also because they are excellent model systems to

study protein structure and dynamics. However, if and how

the few amino acid differences at the catalytic domain of

different isoforms affect function and how different muta-

tions at the same position give rise to different signal out-

puts remained undetermined. A major goal of this work

was therefore to identify the structural and dynamic basis

for the functional diversity of WT H-Ras and K-Ras and

their oncogenic mutants G12D, G12V, and G13D. To quan-

titatively compare conformational fluctuations and interac-

tion patterns among these proteins, we conducted a 1 ls

unbiased MD simulation on each system and performed

detailed analyses of intraprotein, protein–GTP, and protein–

solvent interactions. We analyzed conformational fluctua-

tions using diverse measures of dynamic correlations, relax-

ation times, NMR order parameter, and other techniques.

The results show that the proteins we have studied harbor

both shared and unique intraprotein and intermolecular

interaction patterns and fluctuations. Differential dynamics

and interaction patterns are particularly common in the

vicinity of the GTP, but there are also variations at a

number of loops distal from the active site. Key results

include the following. (i) The switch regions of H-Ras pro-

teins in general and G12V and G12D H-Ras in particular

are significantly more flexible than their K-Ras counter-

parts. In fact, G12D and G12V H-Ras sample conforma-

tions that are distinct from the rest of the proteins,

including an open switch configuration characteristic of the

inactive state 1 of GTP Ras; this state has recently been

characterized as a “stable pool of Ras.GTP in the GDP/

GTP cycle.”84 In the rest of the simulations, the switches

remain closed and similar to the available experimental

structures of GTP or GTP-analogue-bound Ras. (ii) There

are significant variations in intraprotein interaction net-

works around the active site, including enhanced coupling

between the switches in most of the mutants. This was a

result of an interaction between Y71 of SII and E37/D38 of

the effector-binding loop. Such differences will likely affect

GTP hydrolysis and/or GDP release. (iii) The simulations

also revealed a previously underappreciated interaction of

metal ions from solvent with the phosphate of GTP and

neighboring residues. This interaction is particularly promi-

nent in the G13D mutant of both H-Ras and K-Ras. In

these mutants, entrance of a sodium ion is directly coupled

with a rotation of the D13 side-chain toward the phosphate

moiety, where it participates in coordinating the metal ion.

Ion binding also appears to be contributing to the displace-

ment of Y32 from its position capping the GTP, and Y32 is

significantly disordered in G13D mutants. This suggests a

direct potential effect on nucleotide exchange that is associ-

ated with Y32 movement. (iv) We observed differences in

protein–solvent interaction and fluctuations distal from the

active site, including at loops L7 and L8. For example, K-

Ras mutants are more dynamic at L8 than their H-Ras

counterparts, indicating that effects of isoform variation

and P-loop mutation are not limited to local side-chain

reorganizations at the active site. The observed differences

in interaction with water and ions are significant in light of

previous observations by us91 and Mattos and colleagues93

on the role of water networks on Ras allostery. (v) The dif-

ferential fluctuations and interaction patterns listed above

and many others described in this article have implications

for functional specialization including in GTPase activity

and effector interaction. For example, oncogenicity of

mutants that favor the state 1 conformation such as G13D

H-Ras is likely caused by a different mechanism than those

that favor state 2. We caution, however, that transition

between these two states is slow and might require longer

than 1 ls simulation. Quantifying the population of these

states in each isoform and mutant via longer simulations

or using enhanced sampling methods would be a worthy

future endeavor.
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